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Rates; 15 cents per word per day 1 one dollar
minimum. Advertisements run five or n10re
consecutive days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day, (no refund!! If cancelled
before five insedionsl. Classified ad·
ver1:1s~ments must be·paid in advance.

PASSPORT lDENTIFICATION photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Near UNM:. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd NE.

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Cluflifled Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuqt•erquo, N .M.
87131.

SHARE AJ?OBE HOUSE Corrales, male graduate
student preferred, Serious students only. $130
plus, 898-9058,
11/5

4.

1.

PERSONALS

--------~-~-~==~------

PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have frien·

ds who care at Birthright 247·9819.
tin
MUSICIANS & SINGERS. If you have talent, the
world needs to know. We have the place.,. Call
Toby 296-7555,
)0/31
REACHING OUT FOR help'/ Call AGORA 2773013.0pen 24 hours.
10/31
MAGIC THEATRE, Friday, Oct 31, UNM Mall
11:3~ am, Belly Dancing, juggling, mime, music,
mag1c, fun.
10/31
BEWARE, CAPTAIN ORGASM is on the loose!
10!81
Approach with caution, on Ualloweenll

26~-

BEST FURNISHED UNM apartments, spacious
one bedroom 1 security, dishwasher, much more,
208-209 Columbia SE. $175 bills paid. Call 2552685.
10/31
SHARE HOUSE Near campus. 277-2907, 256·
7285, Sian Rnveed,
10/31
WANTED TO RENT: 2 bedroom house approx.
$150/mo. Call256-7458.
11/3
FURNISHED
APARTMENT,
bedroom,
livingroom, kitchen, yard, pet Ok, 1.8 miles campus, quiet safe Nov. 1. Call after 6pm, 2815084, 11/4
r

A BLOCK TO UNM. Deluxe l·bdrm ~win or
double $160 includes utilities. 141 Columbia SE.
268-0525.
10/31

FOUND: Three rings on third floor Mesa Vista.
To
identify
call
277-2780.
11/6

3.

-

AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL Youth Host~J
Pass sold-Canterbury Chapel, 425 Univ(lrsit.y
NE.
11/3

SERVICES

---~-----------------------LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION Test Dec. 6.
Prepare now, call Professional Educators ol New
11/14
Mexico, Inc. 255-4050.
AUTO TUNE-UP, cheap Call Sam 242·8463,
other repairs cheap.
10/31

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric, G·
UARANTEED
ACCURACY
WITH
REASONABLE RATES. 298·7147.
11/3
YOGA Private- instruction. Classical techniques or
postures and breath control suited to individual
needs. Neil Nelson: AlSo, emphasis lor the over•
weight-Sonia Nelson, 345-3714.
11/3

FORSALE

180 LBS of Olympic weights with the 45 LB bar
11/3
and bench-Call 266·9488 after 6pm.
NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE touring center,
Quality 10-speed bicycles, Camping, hiking, and
backpacking equipment. Trail Haus Cyclery, 1031
San Mateo SE. 256·9190.
tln
BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largest selection
ol the finaest European makes. Gitancs $115; Ber·
tins $165. Extra large bicycles for_ men aver 6'4".
Complete 10·speed adjustment $10. R.C. Hallett's
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Coal PI SE. 8439278.
tln
WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now. Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE, 268·8455.
12/4
CLOSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo Hi
Fidelity equipment 40, 50°h orr. All reasonable of.
!ers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central'NE.
256-3505.
11/14
LEVI's-DLUE JEAN big bclb always at The
Lobo Men's Shop. 2120 Central SE, 243·6954. tfn

WILL TYPE PAPERS. Call K;m 265-3292.

11/4

425 University NE

goodi~s.

11/14

NEW SHIPMENT at Silver Sunbeam Antiques.
Fantastic new. clothes, Hawaiian shirts, wool
coats, hats, & clegnnt dresses. Lots of miscellaneous. More coming next week. 3409 Cl'ntral NE.
1
I
I
6
BICYCLE INSURANCE: $12 fi,r5il $100:R.·c.-Haltfn
lelt's, 843-9378.
THREE STARSHIP TICKETS, good scats.
243-1810.
10/31
BEN JAM IN MIRACORD 'rurntablc- new needle
$60, tnpc rc'cordcr Sony TC660D reel lo reel, rl·
tl"ack, push button controls, $125, 266·2711. 11/6

6. EMPLOYMENT
RESEARCH, facts, dig out·r<lwritc. Good hourly
pay. Write County Publications, P.O. Box 4545,
11/6
_:\lbuquerque, 87!06.~--DER WIENERSCHNITZEL on Lomas Is looking
for mature young man to work night shift. Apply
4·6 pm. 7901 Lomas NE.
10/31
"HEY PROGRAMMER! Tho UNM Computing
Center has openings for students who are in·
tercsted in working as part-time programming
consultants. Applicants should be familiar with
CALL-OS, FORTRAN, ALGOL-W, and basic
OS JCL. Knowledgo .)f other programming
languages and OS Utilities is desirable, but not
required. Persons applying for this job should be
concerned with helping the novice computer user.,
but must be capable of Interacting with users at all
levels of profidency. Applications are nvallablo in
Room 120 o! the Computing Center. This job is a
great way to earn some extra cash while also learning more about writing and debugging
programs.''
10/31

ASUNM & PEC Present

MISCELLANEOUS

. sai? the group found social sciences at the lower
h~s hrstor~cally been the least expensive category. The other
categorJCs are ranked by how much more they cost to teach.
Based on _how _much money is allocated to teach one hour of lower
soCJal sc1ences, the other categories will get more 11 ccording
rank.
UNM President William Davis pointed out that the legislature will
at how many hours are offered at each level and category to
e how much money to give a school.
'
"But," h.e said, "once th_e formula is determined, we'll get a lump
and wrll be able to dec1de where to spend it ourselves."
exp~ained that eac~ year the differential funding forwould be rev1sed on the bas1s of how the six institutions spent
money the year before.

E!8STill't1ES
WEllE!81't1EEI

By Steve Rnsh
than thirty persons parin the Independent
t Workers' Union (ISWUJ
ight•.valk' Thursday night. Both
weather and the discussion
brisk as the group covered
chosen by rswu to exempoorly lit areas of the UNM
l"mon~

those who attended the
were Van '")orn Hooker,
l.ltlive:rsit:v architect; Joe McKinplanner for the
IJniiver:;itv architect; Berry Cox,
of police and parking
11!\Jreioo•· a cameraman from
and eight students, inIJU•dine five ISWU members.
Lavender,
vice
J~esident of student and campus
represented President

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

Marron Hall, Room 131
Mail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Jovan Djuric

Telephone

'\
!

as
'
' stopping to point
dark places, nooks,
walls which were
hiding places for possible
f!.ailants: dangerous stairs and
and lights which were
broken or not turned on.
union representatives
ll'!llark,,rl on several examples of
lighting around the campus.
were lighted by diffuse,
'Irh.to."" 1 apparatuses.
areas emphasized as
iSt!<iin~t attention were the arts
, crafts complex, the north
lots and a walkway to
Hall. There is a dark hid'· room beneath a civil
•'""'"nr'12 building stairway
as someone said,
appropriate."

\

William Sloane

Regents Reject Djuric Appeal
By Jon Bowman
The UNM Regents this
weekend denied an appeal by
electrical engineering professor
Jovan Djuric asking that he be
allowed to continue to teach at
the University.
The Regents made the decision
during a closed executive session

on Saturday, following a two·
hour hearing Friday in which
both Djuric and University
lawyer William Sloane presented
testimony.
Barring an . appeal by the
professor to agencies outside
UNM, the move effectively ends
Djuric's employment at the

.. .
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There was a lot of laughing and
conversation as the assemblage
moved from the SUB toward the
west campus. As they walked the
University's nvrth perimeter,
most of those involved divided into small groups which paused to
investigate dark areas or suggest
possible solutions to lighting
problems.
After completing the course
mapped o~o, by ISWU, the
majority of participants returned
to the SUB for a feedback
session.
ISWU
member
Cynthia
McGuinn said she disagreed with
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ightwalk' Dramatizes Poor U. Lighting
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British Rock By

Contact I.M.I.C.
Chapultepec 444

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico
time(s) beginning
, under the heading
Daily L9bo
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2: Lost & Found; 3. Services: 4. For Rent; 9For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

By-Charles McElwee
A differenti~l funding proposal for state institutions of higher learwas heartrly endorsed by the UNM Regents at-their meeting th'
leekend ·
IS
They also approved a f~ee parking plan for dormitory residents,
Jess Holme~ _as archttect for a new Dental Programs building,
approved add1twns to the law school.
.
A special action group consisting of the presidents or th ·
~oroesent!tth1es from th. e srx
· mstitutions
·
err
of higher learning in New
has been workmg for nearly a year at the request of the
:.;,Joh>rP. to prep::re a differential funding plan.
Vrce PresJde_nt for Academic Affairs Chester Travelstead
the Regents~ brref summary of how it would work.
Instead of fundmg the schools on the simple basis of how many
students are taking, the new plan compensates for differences
the amount of money required to teach lower division, upper
and graduate level comses in 14 different academic

EKTRRVRGRNZR

SPANISH STUDENTS
Earn a scholarship as our
campus representative

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San
Pedro SE. 265·0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers, auto radian, install Burglar alarms.
10% dbcount for students with JD, Quick service.
11/5
Used TVs for sale.
HIGH QUALITY wedding photography.
Reasonable rates. Call268·6627.
10/31

ifferential Funding
ndorsed for UNM

A Hallaween Rack & Rail

WANTED: Used pinball machines, any condition.
293-1818.
10/31
STUDENT SALES PERSONS needed. Part time,
represent Albuquerque's fastest growing
specdrcading school. Cnr" necessary. Leads furnished. Call collect 1·982·9823, write Box 2626,
Santa Fe.
11/5

,

He~·ori<lS

VW SUPER BEETLE 1971, radial~-:- radio.
S-track, rear defroster, exc('llent cohdllion, Call
11/3
268·0552.

WANTED-LICENSE plates; all states, all yc.o.rs.
Will pay 25c up. depending on age. Zl7·
3546. 10/31

EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
theses, proposals, reports. and books. Harvey
Frauenglass, Editorial Consultant. 344·8344. 11/3

. 12:30--Wednesday
12:30--Saints Days

INTERNATIONAL, mint-condition.
Must sacrifice, $200, Cail268·6889.
11/4

8.

AUTO TUNING. Reasonable, 1211 Copper NE
rear west.
11/3

Weekday-Holy Communion

RAI~EIGI-I

EFFICIENCY APAR'rMENT $65, 1216 Mnrblc
NW, $50 deposit, 294-4944, 248-6389.
11/5

TAROT PALM I-Ching readings, 3007 Central
NE, Room B, see Bonnie 255-6642.
11/13

LOST: Large white Samoyd-Malamute cross from
409 Vassar SE on 10/14. Reward for return.
Please call262.0444,
11/3

GITANE INTERCLUB 10-spced bike $140,
original value $200, Superb condition. Sally 268·
9174.
11/4

NECCHI ZIGZAG '71i closeout, Buttonholes, blin·
dhcms, embroiders, $39 or 10 payments o! $4.00,
262-0637.
11/14

LOST & FOUND

Sunday Services
9:30 A.M. - Holy Communion
11:15 A.M. - Holy Communion
5:00 P.M. - Holy Communion

11/5 .

AM/FM 8-lrAck recorder with all th.c
$9.86 per month, 256-3505.

5.

CANTERBURY CHAPEL

REBUILT 40HP VW engine installed, $300 ex·
change. Certified mechanic, guaranteed. 300
Charleston SE; at Zuni,
11/5

EFFICIENCY FURNISHED fairly new furniture,
$95 plus utilities, 131 14th SW, no peis. 842,
6522.
11/5

10" GE Portacolor TV. Excellent. $140, 298·2433,
11/3

2.

IMPORTED CLOTHES directly from India by
UNM student, Very reasonable price. 8429048. 11/7

ten guarantee, $2050, 898·8985,

MARY -Please forgive me but for the past month
I've been stuffing myself with protein everyday.
Tuna fish sandwiches, BLT's, pizzas, meatball
heroes, ham & cheese, antipasto, salads- I need a
break you know what they say about too much
10/31
protein. Nick.

FREE: Lovable white female shepard X spayed, 1
yr.
898-6073
alter
5:00
pm,
11/6

AFRICAN BEADSr whO_lesnle prices, 268·
0527.
11/12

VW VAN 1971 brand new engine, 4 months writ-

FOR RENT

TWO ROOM APT, Utilities paid, $90 month,
1402/842-6162a.fter 5:30pm.
10/31

STEAK PIZZA at Pepino's on Central, Also daily
11/5
luncheon specials-4310 Central SE.

'

PnOTO~RAPHY ENT)IUSIAST, ,tud•ntsl
Custom· black.and·white processing printing,
Fine-grain or pusbprocessing of film. Contact
sheets or custom proQfs-High quality enlargemen·
ts, mounting, etc, Advice, if naked. Call 265·2444
orcomoto1717GirardBlvdNE.
tln

__
.,.,..

Joe McKinney's statement in last
Thursday's LOBO that the major
preventative to a well-lighted
campus is the apathy of people in
reporting crimes. She said one
purpose of the nightwalk was to
show "there is more to it than
that.''
University Architect Van
Darn Hooker said he had seen
some areas which needed at·
tention.
"You've pointed out to me
man¥ things of which I was
unaware," Hooker said to ISWU.
"I'll do what I can to help solve
the problems."

Hooker said, however, that it
can take four months for lighting
fixtures to be delivered.
Campus policeman Berry Cox
stressed a need for public in·
tervention to stop crime, and said
without it the University will
"get a reputation as easy
pickin's."
"Most crime on campus is not
planned, it is crime of opportunity. With only 30 officers
we can't possibly watch the
people in this facility without
student support," he said.

University as of March 5, 1976. It
also terminates a case which has
been in progress for six years.
By ruling as they did, the
Regents upheld a Sept. 8 decision
by the faculty's Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee
IAFTCJ that "the University has
m~t th_e burden of proving (terminatwn) charges" against
Djuric. The AFTC specifically
, found that Djuric has refused to
carry his share of the academic
workload in his department and
that he has demonstrated antagonistic and uncooperative
behavior toward his colleagues.
The Regents ruled Saturday
"that the <AFTC's) decision is
warranted by the testimony and
documentary evidence presented
to the Committee and that
Professor Djuric has been ac·
corded procedural and sub·
st~ntive due process,throughout
this proceedings.
"The decision of the <AFTCJ,
and the termination action taken
by the President based upon it,
.are affirmed," the Regents said.
Djuric, at Friday's hearing,
asked the Regents to overturn
the AF'rC decision. The
professor also made preliminary
motions requesting the Regents
to accept testimony from witnesses he had brought, and
asking them to turn over the case
to "an impartial body,"
The second motion, Djuric
said, was prompted by an unsuccessful 1972 move approved
'("orltm:.u·d
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NMPIRG Proposes Monorail System for City
By Janet l(ennedy
A proposal recently made by the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group INMPIRGJ calls
for major revisions to Albuquerque's mass transit
system. Among other things, the proposal
suggests creation of a ground level monorail
system in the city, along with expansion of
Albuquerque's bus routes ..
Marlin Nix, author of the proposal, said NMPIRG is interested in developing alternatives to
the car.
"We arc trying to prevent the Los Angelization
of Albuquerque,'' he said.
City zoning ordinances now require all
businesses to build ,1 certain ratio of parking space
to floor spare in their establishments. As a result,
the city is 70 per cent. pavement.
Parking Jots deprive the city of potential real
estate taxes, Nix said, adding that the police spend
two-thirds of their time dealing with individuals
who violate traffic regulations.
Nix said the city, which has the lowest
population density of any city in the nation, also
has municipal laws which reinforce the citizens'

Jack Kolbert

dependence on cars. NMPIRG is interested in
recruiting students who want to study these laws
as well as the federal laws pertaining to transportation programs.
The Middle Rio Grande Council of Governments
!COG), which controls all federal matching funds
coming into the state, maintains that use of its funds to develop mass transit of Albuquerque is not
feasible.
'.'That is just not true," Nix said. "Mass transit is
now being subsidized in Los Angeles Phoenix and
Tucson."
'
"COG is not conducting valid surveys on this
subject," he said. "It often comes to erroneous conclusions, self-justifying its own addiction to the
automobile. That's why most federal transpo:tation fun~s for. this area are being poured in·
to highway engmeermg studies."
Nix said ~he City Counci.l has yet to develop a
comprehensive transportatron policy but he said
City C~uncil President Jack Kolbe~t has been
responsiVe to efforts by NMPIRG.
!Continued ob page G)
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-James R. Schlesinger
has been removed as Secretary of Defense, Pentagon sources said Sunday.
"
A Schlesinger aide told UPI he had been completely surprised" at reports of the ouster when
they began over the week-end, but had checked
around and found that "I guess it's true.".
.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., satd hts administration sources had confirmed the reports
which had not yet been officially c_onfir~ed by the
White House, and Chairman Melvm Pnce, D-Ill.,
said he had been told to "expect· an announcement."
Joseph Laitin, Assistant Secreta;y of Defense
for Public Affairs and the chtef Pentagon
spokesman had no comment on the reports, but the
Pen tag oil aide said he understood Laiti~ had been
beseiged by callers since la~e_S~tu;day mgh;;.
"No, nonsense," was Lattm s ftrst reactwn, _according to the aide, but as he began checkmg
.
,
around he found the reports were true.
Laitin, reached Sunday night at Schlesmger s
home said he was not the source of the Pentagon
confi;mation. "The only thing I have told any
reporter is 'No comment,' " he said in a telephone
interview.
Some sources also have reported tha~ Se~retar_y
of State Henry A. Kissinger will _rehnqut~h hts
White House job as National Securtty Aff~trs adviser, and that William Colby has been fired as
director of the CIA, but these reports have not
been confirmed.
.
None of the reports have been confirme?. by
President Ford or the White House officials
travelling with him in Jacksonville, but there were
indications a statement would be made late Sunday.

=-

-

Finances, Alternatives, Discussed

Industry DomiQates Energy Meet

When Ford was asked about the major shakeup,
he grinned and told reporters: "I love you all.':
An internal policy dispute tietween Schlesmger
and Kissinger has simmered for months.
Schlesinger has taken a far harder line toward the
Soviet Union than has Kissinger, promoter of
detente.
Schlesinger has frequently warned that steady
soviet military spending would lead to U.S.
military inferiority in the near future.
Kissinger has held that th~ U~i~ed States ~nd
the Soviet Union must get thetr mthtary est~bhs~
ments to accept a measure of restramt m
developing new weapons, lest the proli~erati?n of
weapons get out of control resultm~ m , a
destabilized military balance and severe fmanctal
strain on both super powers.
Kissinger, on his part, has been criticized particularly in Congress-for holding both pos~s of
Secretary of State and chief of the Natwnal
Security Council staff.
. ,
The Murphy Commission on the orgamzat10n of
government, a government-private st~~Y group,
stated earlier this year that the two posttwns were
too demanding for a single person to hold.

By Joseph Monahan

The recent conference in
Albuquerque on the financing of
energy development in the
Western States left oilman Robert Anderson wi~h the impression that "the people from
Washington for the first time in
30 years are ready to listen" instead of preaching.
New Mexico Governor Jerry
Apodaca, who hosted the three
day meeting, said the conference
was "productive" because it increased communication between
government and the private sector.
·
Both men appear to be right.
Interior secretary Thomas
Kleppe listened calmly as Montana Governor Thomas Judge attacked federal policies on strip
mining and, as Apodaca said,
there were hours of discussion
between representatives of
government and industry.
But the conference was most
notable for what it did not
discuss.
Little, if any, in-depth debate
took place on the issue of oil and
gas price controls or the environmental aspects of energy
development. In fact there was
only one person among the
several hundred conference

The commission, headed by retired Ambassador
Robert Murphy urged that the t~o. post~ be held
by different individuals after Ktssmger s tenure
ended.
But a major issue involved in the changeov_cr
relates to the stalled negotiations_ w_ith the S?vtet
Union on a phase II agreement to hmtt strategic ar-

--·---

COUPON

Pre-Season Ski Carrier Sale
Ski Carriers To Fit

delegates representing an environmental organization.
If productivity at conferences
can be measure~ by diversity
then the Albuquerque conference
was a failure. There was
unanimity that oil and gas should
be totally free from federal price
controls and that the government, for not deregulating oil and
gas, along with the OPEC cartel
were responsible for the energy
crisis. 'rhe delegates agreed
alternative forms of energy, such
as solar power, could not be
developed for at least another 10
years.
Those arguments might contain validity but so do those
arguments that maintain the
energy crisis was due to the
policies of the seven giant oil
companies, and that decontrol of
oil and gas would not inspire
massive exploration for more
energy.
Those arguments were rarely,
if ever, discussed. And how could
they be?
The major speakers at the conference were Frank Zarb, guardian of the non-existent Ford
energy plan, Endicott Peabody, a
man who makes his living
through the coal industry and
John Connally, who built a for-

? 00 OFF

tune on Texas oil.
The conference did not serve
to question present values or
really discuss altering the
American ethic that demands excessive use of resources, instead
it
served
to
reinforce
philosophies held by conference
participants.
The costs of present energy
resources was discussed in detail
but the question of justifying
those costs in terms of the future
was neglected,
For example, coal gasification,
a process that depends on strip
mining coal and requires massive
amounts of water, was acclaimed
by all the speakers. The
proposed plants for'the Four Corners are of New Mexico were
said to be the wave of the future.
The speakers cited the millions of
dollars necessary to construct
the plants but they did not ask,
"Would it b'e more beneficial to
invest those funds into alternative forms of energy that are
less environmentally hazardous
and show more promise for the
future?" The plants proposed for
New Mexico, would operate for
about 25 years by company
estimates.
Gov. Apodaca was questioned
at the end of the conference

Former U.S. Treasurer John Connally
about the conformity in the dards all seem directly related to
discussion during the conference. the conference title.
He said perhaps it would be betThe speeches were marked
ter if at the next meeting more with an angry and defensive tone
diverse speakers and topics were when they touched upon "those
on the agenda. But he main- environmentalists.''
tained the conference was meant
In the end The National Conto discuss financing energy, not ference
on
Financial
all realms of energy develop- Requirements
for
Energy
ment.
Development in the Western
States
Region seemed to
The separation is hard to
illustrate
the point that governgauge. The environmental costs
ment
officials
in the West are
of developing energy and ingetting closer to jumping in bed
crea~ing public pressure on com- with industry, And those people
panies such as Kennecott Copper
that are not, are not invited to
in N.M. to implement 'safety stan- energy
conferences.
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The state legislature is constantly questioning how UN M spends
~ its funds whenever a new general appropriation is about to be
8 passed. In the next session of the state legislature we ask the
·~ representatives to question the UN M admini.strators. concerning
:;;: how much money and time was spent to rid the campus of Eleci:l: trical Engineering Professor· Jovan Djuric.
In a special meeting of the UNM Regents Friday, Djuric lost his
..,; appeal that the termination proceedings against him be dropped.
"' Djuric's termination will be effective as of March 5, 1976. His off~ and-on termination proceedings have been going on for .the past
p..
six years.
One interesting point brought up by the attorney rep.resenting
the University was that Djuric's superior,s and peers were shedding
crocodile tears as they were forced to let him go. The attorney also
added that students testified in Djuric's behalf out of "sympathy."
The "sympathy" statement was the real grabber as one might
draw the conclusion that Djuric was definitely the underdog in the
'
termination proceedings; Learned counsel was apparently very.
generous to the man whose head was on the chopping block.
As for the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee (AFTC),
who agreed there were valid reasons for terminating Djuric, one
only has to look at the AFTC's recommendation that Professor
John S. Mann be tenured·. The Regents simply ignored this recommendation.
The AFTC is desperately trying to hold on to any power they
might have once had but its recommendations are subject to the
whims of the Regents. In the case of Djuric, the AFTC's recommendation just happened to concur with what the Regents and administration wanted. We suggest that the AFTC submit a list of any
upcoming cases to the Regents to find out which ones the Regents
will agree with. This will save a lot of time and effort in the case of
any dissenting recommendations.
For those individuals who shed tears in having to terminate
Djuric, let's forget about educating students with professors they
might enjoy and keep those industrial dollars pouring in. Who
knows? The person you train might be the Alumni Exxon or IBM
executive of the future.
To our distinguished members of the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP), we appreciate your heroic attempts
in helping Djuric. After all, working on one tenure case at a time is
spreading yourself very thin.
To the UNM Regents, we appreciate your impartiality.

by Garry Trudeau
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The Western Governors heard from oil and power
companies about wise investments in energy
'

--·-----·---For most of the UNM administrators, it is often sung to the
tune of "Someday My Prince Will
Come."
But for the time being it is still
being researched, kicked around
recommended and thrown out of'
the legislature.
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A Quote From G·eorge Herbert

Editor:
Re: the letter appearing in
Friday's paper written by Mr. Marshall:
Mr. Marshall;
I believe you to be an eloquent
fool, inasmuch as you have striven
to avoid the issue at large, that
being the ambiguity of your controversial Jetter which has been
pointed out by two people. If I may
quote a poem by George Herbert,
perhaps you may understand the
argument pointed directly at your
vague semantics:
Jorda.n (II)
When first my lines of
heav'nly joyes made mention,
Such was their lustre, they
did so excell,
That I sought out quaint
words, and trim invention;
Curling With metaphors a
plain intention,
Decking the sense, as if it
were to sell.

Thousands of notions in my
brain did runne,
Off'ring their service, if
I were not sped:
•
often blotted what I had
begun;
·This was not quick enough,
and that was dead.
Nothing could seem too rich
to clothe the sunne,
Much less the joyes which
trample on his head.
As flames do work and
winde, when they ascend,
So did I weave myself into
the sense.
But while I bustled, I might
heare a friend
Whisper, How wide is all this
long pretense!
There is in love a sweetness
readie penn'd:
Copie out only that, and
save expense.

You have taken it upon yoursell
to provide a Biblical proverb to
rationalize that which you aren't:
i.e. a wise man; I utilize a religious
poem to, . perhaps, lend to you an
understanding that the wise in
heart do not have to resort to
pusillanimous abominations of the
written word in which to shroud
their vague understanding of the
situation, whether it be God or
Homecoming, but, as sensitive
poets, they incorporate both in·
vention and convention to the
greatest public understanding
through which they may deliniate
their perceptions and thus per·
petuate the function of the
language: that is, communication.
What I am saying is that you should
rewrite your article in the light of
this letter so that all may suffer the
joys of your enlightenment.

If gay life is so compelling, why
then is it so critical of others? Why
is it constantly defensive? All this
only reinforces its abnormal and
undesirable appearance to those of
us who are happy and just fine
thank-you, as run-of-the-mill common folk.
Jason Kent
Lewis Ankeny
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Letters to the Editor...
Letters
to
the
editor
should be no lorlger than 250
..yords,
typewritten
and
double spaced.
Serlder's name, address
and telephone number must
bz included with the letter or
it will not be considered for
publication. Names will be
withheld · upon agreement
with the editor, irt person.
If a letter is from a group,
please inolude a name, telephone number and address
of a group member
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Speed Reading
Course To Be
Taught In
·Albuquerque Area
The Colorado Reading Lab, of Ft. Collins,
If you are a student who would like to
will offer a 4 week course in speed reading
make A's instead of B's or C's or if you are
to a limited number of qualified people in the
a business person who wants to stay
Albuquerque area. A person is required to atabreast of today's everchanging accelerating
tend only one 2 1/2 hour class per week, on
world, then this course is an absolute
the evening of their choice for 4 weeks only.
_necessity. These Free one hour meetings will
The course guarantees to triple the person's
be held at the following times and places:
reading speed with a marked improvement
Tuesday November 4 at 6:30 pm
in comprehension and concentration. The
and again at 8:30 pm
guarantee, however, is a bare minimum as
Wednesday November 5 at 6:30
the average graduate will read 7 to 10 times
pm and again at 8:30 pm
faster. They can read almost any average
Thursday November 6 at 6:30 pm
book in less than one hour.
and again at 8:30
For those who would like additional inFriday November 7 at 6:30 pm
formation, a series of free, one hour orienand again· at 8:30pm
tation lectures have been scheduled. At
Saturday November 8 at 10:30
these free lectures the course will be exam and again al: 1:30 pm
plained in complete detail, including.
Monday November 10 at 6:30 pm
classroom procedures, instruction methods,
and again at 8:30 pm
class schedule and a special 1 time only inThese meetinjjs will be held at
troductory tuition that is less than one-third
two differ'2nt locations at the
the cost of similar courses. You musf attend
same dates and times. One, in
only one of the free meetings for complete
Room 231-E Student Union Bldg.,
details. You may attend any of the meetings
UNM Campus and also at the
for information about the Albuquerque
Albuquerque National Hospitality
classes.
Room, 501 Coors NW.
These orientations are open to the public,
If you are a businessman, student, wife or
above age 14, (persons under 18 should be
executive, this course which took 5 years of
accompanied by a parent if possible.)
intensive research to develop, is a must. You
If you have always wanted to be a speed
can read 7·10 times faster, comprehend
reader but found the cost prohibitive or the
more, concentrate better, and remember
course too time consuming... now yuu can!
longer. Students are offered an additional
Just by attending 1 evening per week for 4
discount. This course can be taught to inshort weeks you can read 7 to 10 times
dustry or civic groups at "Group rates" upon
faster, concentrate better and comprehend
request. Be sure to a!tend whichever free
mom.
orientation that fits in your schedule,
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by the Regents to have him involuntarily retired for mental
disability.
"In view of your prejudicial involvement in this case, an impartial review by the Regents is
no longer possible," Djuric said.
"I ask that an appellate body be
appointed which can hear this
case."
Reg e n t A I b e r t S i m m s ,
however, said the Board of
Regents is the final body for
determining University policy.
Djuric then moved to have his

termination nullified because of
procedural errors committed by
the AFTC during its hearing of
his case.
"If I have to summarize the l_l~tions of the AFTC, they amount
to dishonesty," Djuric said. "I do
not believe due process was
followed. I don't believe it was
anything else but a lynching party, a substitution of justice with
expediency."
In particular, Djuric alleged
that the AFTC deleted a section
of the hearing transcript it
presented to the Regents and

~ ------------------------------------------~--~
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that the committee failed to deal
with discrepancies between the
testimony of his colleagues and
his students.
"I do not believe the Regents
are interested in covering up
serious acts," the professor said.
"All these issues must be further
investigated."
Djuric said his students had
testified he was an impressive
teacher, yet his colleagues in the
electrical engineering department said his teaching was poor.
"They are committing perjury," he said. "The colleagues
who testified to the AFTC about
my poor teaching were never
present to hear me. They never
even inquired about my research
before they said it was bad."
William Sloane, the Univer·
sity's lawyer for the case, said,
"Dr. Djuric's idea of due process
is any decision favorable to him.
"How painful it was for
scholars to testify that his
behavior was antagonistic and
uncooperative,"· Sloane said.
"These were very, very devoted
persons who weren't out to get
Dr. Djuric."
Sloane said the students who
testified in the professor's favor
did so "out of complacency and
sympathy for him."

Marion L•l\U('r at 1!NM Rtudenl He-alth Center

!'('mind.~

stud('nts going to Quito to begin thPir im ·

munizations imml'diaiely in order to complelP
them in timC' for depnrtur~ in Dec.

'I' he Political Science Dept. hns ap'"OVIld ,.,
sonal advisory system for nil majors, It J
portnnt therefore that all majors and
becoming majors in the spring g<>"to the
science Qffi.;oc and be assigned an advisor (,
the pre·enrollml•nt period begins.
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Anthropology majors who wish toporliidpa~,;
th<' depnrtm£>ntal honor's prGgram
llp·tG-date transcript and a letter indi<>nliOi
re!\sons for wanting to participate to
A nth. 102 ASAP. For furl her infDcall494l,
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NMPIRG will begJn campaigning to elect five
There wHI be a Nat'l Chlcnno HNdth
to Goard of Directors. PIRG needs help
wlth graphics. St0p by PIRG office at Mesa Vista ·meeting, Monday Nov, 3, 6 p.m. at
Studies. IMPORTAN'l',
to ]('arn how you can help.
memb~C"rs

UNM Mountain Club meeting Wed., Nov. 12,
7:30p.m .. rm. 129, SUB.

We have free N()W Testaments for anyone who
would like on~?. Just say so, no obligation, Pick onB
up at any of these locations: 1920 Lomas (on cam·
pus}, 301 Harvard SE Apt. 4 1 419 Brondwn.y SE,
1129 Quincy SE, 2323 Kathryn SE Apt. 48, 1201
Lafayette NE or 2451 Rose Dr. NW.

The-UNM Hang Gliding Club meoting,
Nov. 3, 7 p.m. rm 231D, SUB. Want lG
by!
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The annual Career Services Center
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mcnt Career Information Day will be
7· from 8:00a.m. tn 5:00p.m. in the
1
SUB. Contact Career Scrvi.ces for further info,
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Energy Confere~ce Set
Another conference on energy in the West begins in "'""~'!"
today with Vermont Gov. Thomas Salmon to address ""''fp,,p;,,l
delegates on the topic of "The East needs you and you need us."
The conference is officially titled "Energy, Water and the
and comes just after a national conference on financing energy
the Convention Center.
·
Governor Jerry Apodaca wnr deliver the keynote speech this
ning. Apodaca's speech will be followed by a panel discussion
water supplies in the West and the roles of the state and
government in allocating the supply.
Among other items on the agenda for the three day meet are the
vironmental and legal sides of water resources for energy
I
ment and the water requirements for agriculture.
The conference is being sponsored by the Office of Science
Technology Policy Office of the National Conference of
Legislators.
Federal officials scheduled to attend the meet include Jack Ho.rtnnl
assistant secretary for Land and Water Resources.
Delegates will travel to Los Alamos for one day to discuss
plication of technology to developing increased water supplies.
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Davis said, "We hope in the
future this will allow us to address what should be done, not
what histQrically has been done
because of · economic con.'
siderations."
"What we have done in the
past has sometimes been out of
economic necessity, and hasn't
necessarily been sound
edHcational policy," he said.
Travelstead said there are
other advantages to the new
plan. He said an agreement was
reached how to recognize the
"economy of size," which in the
past has received too much emphasis from the Board of
Educational Finance.
required . however, in order to create enough
And he said there will be a way
tion to start and stop.
to make up for significant difInstead of steel tracks, NMPIRG propos;s
ferences between projected and
use of rubber tires on a concrete su~face. This
actual enrollment.
would make use of the already existing n~l:work
UNM will benefit from difconcrete streets. It would also avoid future
ferential funding because it officulties in the case of a steel shortage
fers a greater proportion of more
for coming years.
expensive courses than the other
These buses would be superimposed on the
schools in the state, and
ter lanes of present six-lane arterials in the 1. therefore should receive proporThe outer four lanes would still carry
tionately more money than it has
auto traffic, while the inner two lanes would
in the past.
comodate the buses with a pedestrian wa'""
After Travelstead's presenbetween them.
tation, the Regents adopted a
This walkway would serve as a loading pmuon
resolution strongly supporting
for the buses, as well as a pedestrian
the differential funding proposal.
path.
Calvin Horn, Regents ChairCOG opposes the building of bus lanes,
man, said, "I think it's trementhat federal highway funds cannot be used for
dous what this University has
structing them.
done and the leadership it's
shown. This will mean more to
this institution than anything
ll.®WO'®'
that's happened in the legislature
FLARED
for many years."
JEANS
The dorm parking proposal
was suggested by the Campus
Planning Committee, and will
require a dorm resident to pay
$13.50 for par king the first
semester, but after that parking
will be free.
The Regents postponed for 30
days approval of a site on the north campus for a proposed family
practice/psychiatry building.
Regent Albert Simms objected
to what he called the current
· r,olicy of making additions by
lumps and bumps.''
"I'm tired of approving things
on the spur of the moment so we
can apply for a federal grant," he
said. "We need a master plan for
· a health sciences division of the
1 University."
• "We can afford to spend
wcstern·slylcd scoop front
something like $100,000 to plan
pot.kPI::J. pate h bar;;k pockets, <ind
fhor a $2 million medical center,"
o modern!£> flilre leg. Take your
e said. "If we don't, we're a bunpick 11om <1 C]rea! range ol tabncs
ch of dumbos." ·
irl Sllhds. pla1ds. and strlpos.
Tnt:
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... PIRG Proposes City Monorail
lContinu•d !com P••• u

NMPIRG's proposal, he said, would cost about
70 to 90 per cent less than the cheapest commercially oriented mass transportation system in
use now.
"Transit technology has bef)n lost through
disuse through the years," he said. "We had to look
back at the 1930's streetcars and found some ideas
for our project amazingly more economical than
cars."
NMPIRG discovered that the streetcars running
on the "slot car" principle are the most efficient.
These vehicles collect power via electrical cables
through a "slot" running between the tracks.
These slots provide power and guidance to the
· streetcars. Electricity was chosen as the energy
source for these modern streetcars or buses.
Nix suggested that the buses could possibly be
air-cushioned, sharply reducing friction and the
amount of energy consumed. Wheels ~~uld ~till be
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Juarez Tequila tastes terrific, gallops into
the spirit of fun, smoothly mixes or
stands on its own for a tempting thirst
thrill. With a wedge of lime, a sprinkle
of salt, Juarez wins every time. Don't
horse around. Try Juarez Tequila Silver
or Gold today.
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We asked the same question when we first
production and silver recovery. The black enterfound ourselves in a position to make the world
prise program not only helps people who aren't
a more livable place.
well off but also helps stabilize communities in
At Kodak, we started close to home. In
which Kodak can work and grow.
Rochester, New York. We cut river pollution with
In short, it's simply good business. And
one of the most efficient industrial waste water
we're in business to make a profit. But in furthertreatment plants in the country. We cut air pollu- . ing our business interests, we also further sotion with scrubbers, adsorbers and electrostatic
ciety's interests.
precipitators. We helped set up a black enterAfter all, our business depends on society.
prise program in downtown Rochester.
So we care what happens to it.
Why? Helping to combdt water pollution not
only benefits society but us as well as we need
clean water to make film. Our combustible waste
disposal facility not only reduces air pollution
but also helps pay for itself in heat and steam

~Kodak.
~ More than a business.
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..o Paradise (Linda and Sonny
§ Sharrock)
~ Atco/SD 36-121
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I had never before heard of "The SensationQ.l Alex Harvey
"Paradise" -or Linda and Sonny
Band 'Live' "
Sharrock before I received this Alex Harvey Band
album. The group on the whole Atlantic/SD 18148
seems to be semi-talented, but
* * •
*
*
too much emphasis is put on the·
By Brian Matthews
By George Gesner
This album by far isn't the best keyboards. Linda Sharrock's
When ·a Jive album is reco~ded,
voice
doesn't
seem
to
help
much,
album I've heard; as a m~t~er of
the product is either exceptiOnal
fact I wouldn't even rate 1t m the and there is really nothin' unique or very poor. This al~um from
top 'l,OOO, I wonder if I should about the album. By. the way, the Alex Harvey band 1s not exeven rate it at all. When you -"Paradise" is a mixture of Jazz, ceptional, but, judging from
want the public to hear new Minnie Riperton blues and Joe audience response the band
groups and material, a college Samples' keyboards, but there is seems to put on a good show •
campus is a nice place to st~rt, one thing wrong; they never
However, when it comes ~o
probably because of the w1de seem to come together. Rate this what goes on vinyl, it's the mus1c
range of tastes and interests. But album D minus-'cause their just that's important, 'not the show.
I think this album wi.ll appeal to passing.
The band is heavy rock and roll, -should take you back to the midvery few tastes and interests.
with the album and band both dle sixties when the rage was
punk rock. The cut is a Lieberhailing from England.
Stoller
composition called
Side one features a so~g
f. dedicated
to Robert Lou1s "Framed." It is typified by
f.
f. Stephenson called "Tomahawk spoken vocals and basic rock and
I
1 Kid." The cut is res~ectable roll.
The album is poor due to weak
I
f. thanks to lead guit.anst Z~l vocals
and stale material. The
and ba~s1st Chr1s
f.
1 Cleminson
vocals
are Alex Harvey's sole
Glen Side two includes an old
Jones song, "Delilah." This responsibility, while he teams up
: Wednesday November 5 at 2:30 pm : Tom·
hard rock version is plagued by in the writing with keyboards
f.
Room 124 School of Business
f. off-key vocals and instrumental man Hugh McKenna. "The band
although it is augm~nied should come up with b~tter
f.I
Refreshments will be served.
f. errors,
by a tasty keyboard bre~k m the vocalists and fresher matenal to
middle of the song. The fmal song achieve any recognition. Rate the
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MBA & DBA Studen~
Coffee with the Dean

.

'

If your campus group or organizati?n could
use a color TV, a pool table, a mtcrowave
oven or your choice of 24 other valuable
prizes then you should join the MILLER
PICK-EM-UP. For further details contact your
campus rep today!

I.

It

Campus

Wes Jackson

ReP----~~~~~~--~--

266-0567

Telephone'-------~~=-=-=-=-::--~----
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New Mexico
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Lobo
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Records
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3107 Eubank Blvd. N.E. (In Scottsdale Village)-· (505) 29:~.:3377
~
Albuquerque(602) 994-8866
.'!!"O:··
Scottsdale-70145th AvenueS
J
. Bl d d Park Ave (At University quare
Tucson- Universtly . v ·an
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Albuquerque Press is Laughing ntYou
wants to look like an ass in
·America's living room?
UNM was the target a couple
of times. "The Regents realized
too late that President Davis did
not meet the new admission
requirements. So they got him in
on an athletic scholarship."
Another skit was about a certain Homecoming and Apodaca's
non-participation. Jim Boggio
and a man playing the governor
were on stage with a rather large
woman in a football uniform. The
man, as Apodaca, told Boggio
"I'm the Governor and I'm telling
you what to do. You crown her."·
Boggio said, "I crown you
Homecoming Queen 1976," then
kissed her. As they left the
stage,
Boggio
muttered
something about "not letting this way into the hearts of mid· dle America.
happen to Boggio again."
to "take it easy and I'll see you
The strange thing about all soon."
this nonsense is that it is one of
Sometimes I wonder just what
the
bigger
events
in the hell kind of profession I'm
Albuquerque. Anybody who's getting into.
anybody attends, particularly
the politicos, strangely enough.
They sit at their tables and take
all the shit that's thrown at them
and love it. Or do they? Only
their hairdressers know for sure.
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By David C. Cooksey
Maxine Sellers, to. my
The trial of a state senator, where the judge forgot his lines.
knowledge, is a newcomer 111 the
"In TV we u~e telepromp"Roger Beimer was that judge.
recording industry, and has
made a very ambiguous start.
By Terry England
sell the drink tickets. They gave Commissioners and Mayor KinHer problem is she is spreading , Gridiron show? Wh11-t's that? A
me money for change, a table and ney. Through skits, songs and
her talent too thin. ·
'
game? A demonstration
some tickets somebody must monologues the main events of
She wrote all the words and
new waffle making machine?
have ripped off from a carnival the year were rehashed, with a
music and her lyrical effort is : No no, no, no, no, no, NO! It's
somewhere.
lot of comment, real and implied,
very 'smooth, very fluid and ' Albuquerque Press Club's anTwice during the-social hour a on how ridiculous everything is.
covers many themes. H_er down·
let-down -our-hair-and -:let-it- short heavy man wearing glasses
fall is due to her mustcal com· lall·hang•out-and-tl~ll-lthose-.Ne·w-ll'le:~ and a checkered coat came These same people also satirized
position. She uses too many p~rts
around to collect the cash. Both
f
different
musical
categones,
tatJout.-tn,em.
times he collected more than
0
Unfortunately, Capitol allowe.d
Actually, most politicians $300 from my table. There were
this album to come out at thts
know, but this is a chance four places where the tickets
time. With a great deal. ol
the Press Club to let them were sold, and the others sold
proficiency she could enter 1~to
about as much as I did. Couple
Free Films
every one of these ca_te~ort~s,
that with the general admission
After
it
was
all
over,
I
was
but for an initial album 1t IS a ht·
money. collected from nearly a themselves occasionally to keep standing near the door with a
Today
tie too much. Her album falls
thousand people (Albuquerque editorial balance, but spent most friend. We were watching Bruce
Golden
short, but her talent is wide.
Journal estimate) and you might of.the time giving politicos hell.
King talk to some people and acIncluded in the show was the
have to say somebody made a lot
Earrings
ting like a politician. My friend
of money. Twenty-five cents of Gridiron Newsreel, probably pat- said, '"Better be careful. He'll
.
.
Showing at 10,
after
"Eyewitness
every drink goes to the Press terned
come
over
and
shake
hands
with
Club. The Club will use the Newsreel," ROB's answer to you."
11:30 & 1:00
money to pay for the education of comic strips. Gridiron's featured
In the SUB Theatre
some Journalism majors. After outtakes of news stories from all
"Why should he do that?" I
expenses, of course.
Sponsored by ASUNM
three stations, and the unrehear- said. He doesn't know me."
The first item of business after sed politicos and news people
"You don't know him very
& Student Activities
a delicious prime rib dinner was were the funniest part of the well, either."
the awards, the "'Apes." The way whole show. You will never see
And damned if he didn't come
it officially works is the
nominations are sent somewhere any of it on TV, because
else to.be judged; in this case it
was the Oklahoma City Press
Club. But it usually ends up
being a way for the members to
The Cultural Program Committee
pat themselves on the back.
AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
There are almost as many
categories as there are in the
problem with the Gridirin
Academy Awards and probably
from the point of view of a for the same reason: the more
UJnan<:ratry) college student, you have, the more you can give
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
cost. A
is $15.50 for
out. Yesterday's Journal had a
show and meal. If drinks are list of all the award winners and,
I!Y~Ilted, that's another $1.25 for
naturally, listed Journal winners
Earn $ 10 a week
drinks and $.75 for beer, first. The paper also called the
soda pop. Even a jour- awards ''coveted," although by
donate twice weekly E""''"""'and
major like myself can find
whom was not made too clear.
to come up with that much , The rest of the evening was
Due to Recent actions of your newly elected GSA President, Mr.
One way to get in without spent watching the media people
Bill Tryon, and other GSA officials, All graduate students with 6
is to volunteer your ser- lampooning the past year's news
Although this is opposite events. They came down hard on
·or more credit hours, or those who have paid their activity fees,
~Ve1rvthtin I learned in the Air
some of the people who made the
itisthemethodlused.
are now eligible for the regular student discounts to
news for them, particularly state
assignment, whether I and local leaders: Governor
all Popejoy Hall events. Please present your UNM LD. card when
pecJtded to take it or not, was to Apodaca, Sheriff Wilson, County
purchasing tickets.
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Graduate Students Please Note

BL0 0 D
PLASMA
DONOR CENTER

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

DOCTOR IN

"Be kind to feet. They outnumber peaple two to one.

rfcl

es

album C minus.
"Life is Short, But it's Wide"
Maxine Sellers
Capitol/ST-11436(698)

RESIDENCE

r
I

=<"'""

CASH?

Look at a pair you've lived with for a while and you'll see two things.
The heels have worn thin.
The soles have become comfortably curved. ~~~
Your shoes are actually trying to become Roots
Roots' slim heel and rocker sole are made for
the way you ~ere born to walk, which helps 1'- . .· ·.· :_ . _·.·_ ..
make them wtldly co~fortable.
.
,.., __ ..,;,:_
And Roots are made m Toronto of top-gram
Canadian leather, which helps make them
beautiful.
·
f t
"Listen to your shoes. Have a chatwtth your ee.
Then come see us and try a pair of Roots.
You'll find them (in more than a dozen styles) k~ > .. .· •. ·• •-•:.
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Gridiron Releases the A

~Paradise, Harvey, maxine Sellers
z
o
..g

- -

842-6991
ALBUQUERQUE

.. '. ·.1.3.07.
. .. ....~~N.TRA.L.N~...
.

\
/

Prescriptions filled ~
ses replaced ,

COMING EVENTS

,,

--~

OPTICIANS

I

9':00-6:00
Sat.
9:00-4:00
511 Wyoming NE 265-3668 265-3667
New Office 4523 4th NW 345-5301 ...._.

...............

------ .....
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Sun. Nov. 16 - The San Diego Ballet Co.
Mon. Nov. 17- Hit B'Way Award Winning Musical
Don't Bother Me~ I Can't Cope
Sat. Nov. 22 - Twelfth Night
Sun. Nov. 23- AH! Wilderness
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Telephone 277-3121
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lobos Overcom·e UTEP for Three Straight

Miners Ax Distance Men
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By Jo Lopez
It was no upset win for New
Mexico as it was last week against Arizona. The Lobos beat the
WAC cellar team, Texas-El Paso,
23-3, and although fans began
filing out right after UNM's last
score with eight minutes to go in
the game they were satisfied.

The 13,176 fans did get to see They also witnessed a frustrated
Lobo quarterback Steve Myer Miner field-goal kicker in Miguel
become UNM's all-time. leading Alvarez who missed three of his
passer, and Lobo receiver boaters-, two in the second quarPreston Dennard take some good . ter of 32 and 57 yards, and one
36-yarder in the third quarter.
catches.
.
Fans also got to see some good He finally did make good on a 46rushing by Miner Bob Elliot who yarder later in the third quarte:
netted 171
s in 27 carries. to give the Miners their only
score.
New Mexico field-goal kicker
Bob Berg hit on his only fieldgoal attempt, an 18-yarder late in
the first quarter to _p_ut t]NM on
the scoreboard. Berg added to his
scoring career record at UNM.
He now has 171 points compared
to running back Fred Henry's
152 point mark during the 197071 seasons.
Berg also tied the WAC career
record of 37 field goals set by Bob
Jacobs of Wyoming, and he is
also the third most prolific fieldgoal kicker in NCAA history.
Berg did miss one PAT after the
Lobos' second touchdown in the
third quarter.
The Lobos scored two touchdowns on runs to add to their
only two rushing touch.downs of
the season from last week's game
Robin Cole (no. 90) smothers Miner QB Bob McKinley as against Arizona.
Randy Rich (no. 18) pursues.
Late in the first quarter right
after the Berg field goal and Lobo
Jim Haynes kickoff in the end
zone, UTEP's Elliot fumbled the
ball on the 27-yard-line which
was recovered by Lobo monster
man Bob Johnson.
Besides the fumble, the Miners
also committed a personal foul,
placing the ball closer to the goal
(14 yard line) for the Lobos. New
Mexico took advantage of
UTEP's mistakes. Myer handed
off to Smokey Turman who went
around the right side into the endzone. There was some good
blocking by guard Kenny Brown,
who escorted Turman into the
endzone.
The other rushing touchdown
was by tight end Keith Ellis in
the third quarter. Ellis took the
hall on a reverse play and ran 39
yards for the touchdown. This 39yard run was the longest run
from the line of scrimmage for
the Lobos this season.
UNM's other score came on a
Myer 14-yard pass to fullback
Lyle Talbot
Mike Williams, the pass comAgency. Inc.
pleted on the four-yard line,
Williams
doing the rest.
1500 SAN PEDRO, N.E.
Penalties
were a major hinALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO 87110
drance to both teams as New

11266-5661 1

•

r
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UTEP's defense often read the
Lobo passing attack. Myer was
sacked three times for a total of
16 yards lost, and was pressured
throughout the game. Lobo

Dennard runback set the Lobos
up for their second touchdown.
Miner quarterback Bobby
McKinley was also sacked five
times by Lobo defenders in·
eluding consecutive sack plays by
defensive ends Robin Cole and
Bruce Herron in the first quarter
for respective losses of 14 and
eight yards.
UNM Coach Bill Mondt said
UTEP "really mixes ·up the ·
defense and I was pleased we '
were able to pick_ \IP__iil_e blitz,
They really -played good pass '
defense and came at us
everything. We were able to
good with the end around and
sweeps though." He also said
one interception UTEP had "took
at least a field goal away from ·
us."
That Miner interception came , '
in the third quarter when the ·

By Dan Herrera
two losses.
The UNM women's volleyball
About Saturdays matches,
team won its second match of the Lobo Coach Kathy Marpe said,
season Friday night after "Our bumps hurt us over the endefeating Colorado State in two tire match. Without the bumps
rounds, 15-1 and 15-8, in Carlisle we couldn't set up an offense.
Gym.
Our defense and hustle were
This victory gave the Lobos a really good."
two-game winning streak which
In other tournament action,
·was short-lived, however, as Arizona and Northern Arizona
they lost to Wyoming and Nor- both defeated Colorado State,
thern Colorado on Saturday.
Wyoming
and
Northern
Because of a forfeit, UNM Colorado.
finished the Intermountain
"We're getting better every
District play with two wins and match," Marpe said. "Teams that

have played us before don't
recognize us as the same team."
UNM will have two weeks to
practice before their next meet
which will be in Utah. Utah, Utah
State, Brigham Young and
Weber State will also be participatin_\1'_0 th~-~

Bean Bag Village
Quality Bean Bag Furniture
Couches
Lounges
Love Seats
Discs - Chairs
Hefills
Naugahyde & Fabrics
1 year Guarantee
10% off with this ad

7401 Menaul Blvd. NE 299-1295
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Ronnie Wallace (no. 20)
terception of-the night.

I

"

receivers were instantly dropped
whenever' making a catch.
Receivers Dennard and Ellis did
make some swift runs of 48 and
47 yards on kickoff returns. The

:I
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Hoc~ey Tonight!
Albuquerque Chaparrals

LAST MILE RAMBLERS

vs.

Special Rates For:

El Paso Raiders

2S~ WINE COOLERS

1. Drivers
2. Underage Females
3. Military Personnel
4. Married Students
Budget Payment Plan Available

Experienced Handling of
Hard to Place Insurance

7:30- 8:30pm

Student Tickets $3.00 - $2.00 - $1.50
See the fastest game in town
at the best price in town!
Greeks & G;oups: Call and ask
about special group rates.

More
information
255-7581
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8:00 Tingley Coliseum
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Tuesday Nov. 4 and Satu••day Evening Nov. 8
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University Students half-priee
And
Foxy Ladies Free
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Spikers-Defeat Colorado State,
But lose 2 Other District Games

,,

'

By Peter Madrid
previous to Munyala's record
Placing runners in first, time.
mile. That is probably the reason ~
second, fourth, and fifth
he was tight out there."
;:;,
positions, the Texas-El Paso "AUTEP Coach Ted Banks said ,
Ortega seemed to be disap- g
!though we are used to run- pointed with the way he ran. tJ
Miners breezed to a 21-34 crossning
fairly flat courses that does Segura said he felt the wind was E.
country win over the Lobos in a
not
mean
we will do bad on a hilly a factor in his comparatively poor qtriangular meet at the Tramway
course.
That
is what cross- performance. The weather con- t-<
Road Course.
country is all about."
Also competing Saturday were
ditions were such that it was cold g.
and' windy at times. Miner run- .0
New Mexico Highlands' Cowboys
ner Sirma said he felt very tired ~
whom the Lobos defeated 34-71.
after the race. "It could have <:
Defending WAC steeplechase
__been _the altitude,- -"Sirma-said;
champ James-Mun-yala, capture·ct--"but I am not too sure."
ofirst place followed by teammate
Kip Sirma. Lobo great Lionel OrBoth teams will be preparing ~
tega, came in third in front of two
for the conference championships -""'
Banks said the reason he did
more UTEP runners. Other not bring Waigwa, Munene, and in Laramie, Wyoming, November ~
15. Ortega said, "We will be t;'l
Lobos in the top nine were Matthew Segura, sixth; Ronnie Gattei was because of injuries. ready for the WAC finals, snow
When asked what the extent of shoes and all."
Maestas, eighth; and Faustino
the
injuries were, Banks would
Salazar, ninth.
The final results of the race
,
not
elaborate
saying, "That is our
Despite the absence of Wilson problem,"
were as follows: 1) Munyala,
(UTEP) 30:34.2; 2) Sirma,
Waigwa, Frank Munene, and
"This race was much closer
Gibson Gattei, the Miners placed than last time," UNM Coach (UTEP) 30:35; 3) Ortega,
strongly in the meet. Munyala Hugh Hackett said, "but 31:00; 4) Tony Zuniga, (UTEP)
Photo by w~ndetl T. Hunt
31:27; 5) Sam Maritan, (UTEP)
UNM x-country runner Matt Segura races the 'Kenya ran the fastest six miles ever at Faustino did not run as well as he
31:47;
6)
Segura,
32:00;
the Tramway course. Los Alamos
should have. He was too tight as 7) George Chavez, (NMHUJ
National' team of UTEP. Segura took sixth place behind
marathon runner Rick Rojas, ran
far as I could see. He started out
four Miners and third-place teammate Lionel Ortega.
the six-mile course in 31 minutes too fast with Lionel for the first 32:30; 8) Maestas, 32:34; and
9) Salazar, 32:36.

Student Auto
Insurance

Call or come by and see Randall Talbot

I

Mexico had many long passes for
first downs called back (some
because of offensive holding or
offensive interference calls), and
UTEP continuously went offsides probably because of
Myer's varied call counts.
New Mexico had seven
penalties totaling 85 yards while
UTEP had 11 with 85 penalized
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EFFICIENCY APARTMENT $65, 1216 Marble

.

NW, $50 deposit, 294-4944, 243·6389.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

~

~

..0

FURNISHED
APARTMENT,
b~droom,
livingroom, kitchen, yard, pet Ok, 1.8 mJies c;~·
pus, quiet safe Nov. L Call after 6pm,
.
5084, 11/4

Rates: 15 cents per word per day, one dollar
minimum, Adycrtlsements run five or more
conaecutivc days with no changes, nine cen·
ts per word per day, jno refunds u_c~ncelled
before five insertions). Classallcd ad·
vertisements must be paid In advance.
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AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL Y.outh. Hostel
Pass sold·CanLerbury Chapel. 425 Umverslty N E.

Marron Hall room 131 or by mail to:
Classified Advertising, UNM Box 20,
Albuquerque, N.M.
87131.

_________________________

11/3 :-::-;-;;~-;;;-:;-;;;;;;;;n~!);bb;[c
:o
Debbie
ROOMMATE
WA NTED
' ·
9254.
11/3

5.

ol
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1.

0
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PERSONALS

~

TAROT PALM I CHING readings, 3007 Centrl.\1
NE, Room 8, See Bonnie 2~5-6642.
10/30

z

STEAK PIZZA at Pepino's on Central. Also daily
luncheon specials~4310 Central SE.
11/5
FREE: Lovable white female shepard X spayed, 1
yr. 898-6073 after 5:00p.m.
11/6
BUT GEORGE, San Francisco is 1,500 miles
11/3
away!

NEW MEXICO'S BICYCLE ~aurin?' , center.
Quality 10·speed bicycles, Campmg, htkmg, a~d
ba~kpacking equipment. Trail Haus CycltJry, 10 l
Sll.ll Ma'teo SE. 256-9190.
t.fn
BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largP.st selection
of the finaest European makes. GitC'nes $115; ~e~
tins $165. Extra large bicycles for men over 6 4,.
Complete lO·speed adjustment $10. R.C. Hallett s
World Champion Bicycles, 2122 Co!! PI SE. 8~~~
9278.
WATER TRIPS. Water beds, Water bed systems
on sale now Next door to the Guild Theatre, 3407
Central NE,' 268·8455,
1214

NICK-If you really had too much protein ln your
system you'd be waiting at Carrara's, from the
moment they opened at 11am until they closed at 1
am on weekdays and 3 am on weekends, just to see
iflshowup.Mary.
11/3

CI OSING OUT Stereo Department. Stereo Hi
Fidelity equipment 40,50% orr. All reasonable of·
fers accepted. Quality Stereo, 3105 Central NF..
256·3505.
11114

7555,

11/4 - - - - - - - - - -

LOST: Large'whitl;l Samoyd-Malamute cross from
409 Vassar SE on 10/14. Reward for return.
Please call 262·0444,
11/3
FOUND: Three rings on third floor Mesa Vista.
'fo identify call277.·2780.
1116

3.
LAW

ADMISSION

Test Dec.

6.

Prepare now, call Professional Educators of ~ e ~
1 11
Mexico, Inc. 255·4050.

PR~OFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM selectric,
Gunrantc~d,

accuracy with reasonable rates. 298·
7147.
11!3
.
----P;ivatc instruction. Clas~ical tcc~ni~u.cs of
postures and breath contr(ll SUile.d to mdiVJdual
needs. Neil Nelson: Also, emphasis for the ovc;·
weighln•Sonia Ne~son, 345·37!_~·-~ _ _ ______ }:_: ~
0- TU-Ni~NG-R~sonahlc. 1211 Co(lper NE
_j
•
11/3
rear west.
____ ~, ----.
ASSISTANCE on dissertatiOns,
theses .proposals, reports, and books. Harvey
Frauc~glass. Edilorial Consul~:-~~::~~4_4~834•1. 11 ~~
\VJ-LL_T_.;;p-E
Call Ki~~ 265·3292,
Ill~

YOGA
-\t;T

EDiTORIAL

PAPEas.

DAI!RY'S EI.ECTRONIC REPAIR, 118 San

Pedro SE. 265·0335. Color TVs, tape decks, stereo,
amfJ lJ·r·te rs , •auto radios • install Burglar
. k alarms.
.
10% discount for students with ID. Qutc serVlc:e.
l!sed TVs for .sale.
1115
PtiOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIAS~, stu~e~tsJ
Custom black·and-whitc processmg pnntmg.
Fine grain or pushprocesaing- of. !ilm. Contael
sht>els or custom proofs. High qualtty enlargemen·
ts mounting et<' Advice, if a~ked. Call 265-2444
or' come to 11'17 Girard Blvd NE.
Un
PASSPORTID'"E'NTtF£CATION photos. t;owcst
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Nl'ar UNM. Call
265·2444 or come to 1717 Ci:irard _Dlvd- NE.
wrLL TYPE ·-PAPEns. ~-c~o- Kim. 265·

-~.--_1_1!_'!

3292

s~tfrit:.Co-it0NA--6wNERs!---~(';\lic~ b~ tbP

manufacturer! Guaranteed ~upplies and serVIre _by
tht> only factory owned and opernlPd s:rvace
f c'l'ly in New Mexico. Reasonable rate!'!, rast,
service. Free E."slimates.
UNM: 1719
dirard NE,l·2 block north of Indian School. 268·
5441.
11 ·7
-·- - - Ex'PEniENCEo
Manuscripts, t.hesis,
disst•rtaliono;, 50c per page. ~4_5·328~: __ - 11.-7
·- -----

~~l;ty

LEVI's-BLUE JEAN big bells always at The
Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central SE, 243·6954. tfn

22/!2
IMPORTED CLOTHES directly f~om India by
UNM student. Very reasonable price. 842·9048.
1117
VW VAN 1971 brand new eng-ine, 4 months writ·
Len guarantee, $2050. 898·8985.
11 / 5

WN.

-TYPis-T.

-~~-·~-~-

MATHEMATICS PLACEMENT TEST:
Students who plan to take first math course are
required to take the Math Dept. Placement Tests,
Tests are graded and advisement giv.en on the
spot so students w!ll know how to reglster .. Test
given Tues .. Nov, 4, 4-6 p.m., Woodwnrd Ha\1101.

SH-\Rr; ADOBF. HOUSE Corrall's, mal<' graduate
pr('ferred. Se_rious 'llUd£'nb; only. $130
plus,1398-9058. ---~-~~~--- --------~-.----

EFFiCIENC\;-f't:RNISHED fairly new furmture,

9:00am-1:00pm Speakers in SUB
1:00- 4:00pm Open House at
~r-~::;
Chicano Studies
Free M11sic and
Refreshments

Concerned about whether employer~ in Alb, ~re
abiding by federal regulations concermng e~uahty
in hiring and promo ling? -.Interest~d tn Af·
firmative Action·~ Contact Elame Baca m PIRG of·
fice, Mesa Vista Hnll.

9:00 pm · 1:00 am
SUB Ballroom

Tuesday, November 4, 1975

The Student Organitation for Lutin American
StudiCs (SOLAS) general meeting Tues .. Nov. 4,
7:30p.m .. International Center, 1808 Las Lomas.
Interested persons urged to attend,

Organizations Face Frozen Funds

TRY THIS ON FOR SIGHS

Mark Shelden, member of U.S.-China 'Pe?pl;'s
Friendship Assn. in NYC who visited Cuba In. 74
& China in '75, will spP.ak on "China's Foretgn
Policy" Tues., Nov. 4, 7:30p.m., 5021 Guadalupe
Tr. NW. Everyone welcome.
Photo by Miguel Gandert

lm

The Jefferson Starship put on a slick performance
Sunday night, Marty Balin and Craig Chaquico are
shown in a graceful position. See related story p. 6.

A"f/FM 8·track recorder with all the goodies.
"
0
ll/14
$9.86
per month,
256·35 05 •
~·------NECCiu ZIGZAG '75 closeout. Buttonholes, blln·
dhcms, emhroidt>rs. $39 or 10 jl'ayments of $4.00,
11/! 4
262·0637.

REBtriiT40HP V\V- eng~~ installl'd, $300 ex·
change. Certifi(•d ml.'l'hanic, guaranteed. 300
Gharll•ston Sf~ at Zuni,_
ll~r-~-----"··---··
~HiiJME--:1\/T
Sil~-;~ Sunbeam Antif1ues.
Fnntas~ic new clothes. Hawaiian shirts. wool
•oats
hnl'i & £'1l•gant dressl's. Lots of
MOre coming nl'xt week. 3409 Ccn·
tral N.E.
11 1 6
_ _ ,_

-;t

NEW

~isct.'llan<'OUs.

Custom rings of all types in gold or silver
designed just for you and manufactured in
our shop.

iilcvC"I.-,;-iiislliiP.Nc'E; si2 nrst swo. R<f·

Hallett's, 843-9378.
-~--- ~
MINOX B CAMEi'tA, acessories $115. This in·
eludes $35 worth prepaid processing ('nvelopes,
296·4006, 268·5888.
1117________ - - - FouR 12'' JiiH:ONZER speakers. One summit, and
one keystonl' calculator. S£'11 rN15onably, 298·
3875.
I 1'4
----· ___ • - - -DIAGNOSTIC Kit:o;. New,
r('asonable, 298·387!3.
11/~
__ _ _ -·~-FURy .~'Ut~~~;U~~;;~;i~nt -;-o-ndition, $300.
86G·5·159, 836·4131.
11 11
____._.._. ___

T\vo -w-::A

Ride The

iii66-
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·ronnar.·e-·--rv·5.

s3o sso. w

2'9_
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REf~l~· TO. REfi·-·rape-f)~rk, $200: Spa .:ml'ln

WyomingNE,2!35·!i987.

b(•rship $180; 10-sp('ed woman's biryrlc S7a. Call
).ta~~ha 268'H~2 or :17-6136_. 11-~---~--

6.
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EMPLOYMENT

STt'[)ENT SAL£S PERSONS nePded. P?rt
time reprf.'sent Albuqu('rque's fastest growmg
s c('dr£'ading school. Car net'l'Ssary. Leads furCall collect 1·982·9823, write Dox
~anta Fe.

~~'lhE'd.

2~~65-

RESEARCH, faf't~. dig out-rrwrite. Good holfrly
p a \vr
y ..,t '. . -,..,ountv
- " · Publirations. P.O. Box 45·t5,
116
~lb~'!_~l't{!~!o ~71_0~--.

Makers of·Hand Mode lndlon Jewelrv

OLDTOWN

----·-·-------·-

most unique lecturer in
WUiiam Gera~ay ·· IS per ap~'th : price on his head or who
America today. H~ hs ~he ynl; .ma~ai/ who is lecturing in the United
Wit stranqe
I e e e.cIS nthc
c f ct that he speaks for the Death
has been
faced
States.
Even
more
• e. a

I
I

r

November 5
SUB Ballroom
8:00pm

Reasonable

Ge~away

William
.

Very Fine European
Indonesian Food
Try our Satee Babi,
Curried Dishes, and
Sandwiches

h

th

Penalty, although e~pdsedblo ~nh~~~:~file justice, prison reform, plea
He speaks know e gea Y
d mafia activities. He will be
bargaining, th~ deahth J'enal:y a?th Stacy Keach. Two other films
bringing with h1m ~ .e el?ea era~ Baez and Maxou~ will be shown
Sing Sing Thanks.q1v1m1~ w~~ J~ompleting the presentation of a film ·
free the afternoon o e
'
. A
.
symposium on Crime and Punishment m menca.

Students with ID Free
General Public $1.00

~-

Hours Daily / 11 am - 12 P.m
Telephone 765-5671
/~
1600 Central SE

a./-1144~.,

--·
LO - 0
0

Self-Evaluation Reports Due

"Cuba, Cuba in the UN, US-~ Cuban Relati.ons"
will be discussed Mon., 7:30 p.m., Internatlon;ll
Center, All interested persons welcome.

ASUNM Speakers Committee Presents

I

DAILY

FREE ADMISSION

DANCE Admission:
that night to- Sl.OO per
JASMINE
person·

$95 plus utilities. 131 14th SW' no pets. 842·
11 !5

New Mexico

RESEARCH PAPER CLINJC~To pro~ide
guidelines. teehniqu_es for analyzing, .record~ng,
organizing facts & opiniors, SocJal Sc~cn·
ces-Mon., Nov. 3; Humnnities·1'ue_s.; ScJen·
ces-Wed.; 7:S0·9;30 p.m., rm. 247, Ztmmermnn
Library. Further info call277·5961.

FORRENT

~tud<>nt

6522.

-----

Dia De La Raza
Friday, Nov. 7th

RALEIGH INTERNATlON, mint·condition. Must
sacrifice, $200. Ca11268·6889.
1114

~~ar

4.

--~-----·--·-

The UNM-Aiumni Association is seeking le.tters
of nomination about students who co.ntrlb.ute
tluougll their time and eff~rt to t.he UmversJty,
Tho!le students selected Will receive .award ccr•
tificntes, There is no minimum or maXImu~ n~m·
ber of awards to be given. Call the Alumm offH~e,
277·5808 for further info,

~~--~---=~--~~~--------------------,

GITANE INTERCLUB lO·sjl'e~~ bike $140,
original value $200, Superb condition. Sally 268-

SERVICES

SCHOOL

10" GE Portacolor TV. Excellent. $140. 298·
2433.
11/3

AFRICAN BEADS, wholesale prices. 268·0527.

2. LOST&FOUND

·~aLl[¢) ~E:~'CI~'

Wilderness Study Group meeting,Sed,, Nov. 5,
7:30p.m., rm."129, SUB,

WANT TO SHARE liome ~houghts? Try AGORA
277·3013, 24 hours.
1117

COMICS. If you have an act, the world needs to
know- we have the place ... Call Toby 296-

'

FORSALE

180 LBS of Olympic weights .with the 45 LD bar
}Jench Ca11266·9488after 6pm.
11 13

PREGNAN'l' AND NEED HELP'l You have frien·
ds who care at Birthright 247-9819,
trn

Q)

268·

~nd

'>Q)1

:g

11/5

WANTED TO RENT: 2 bedroom house approx.
$150/mo, Call25tH458.
1113

-·-·

ity Run-Off ·Election
o Select Councillors

uerque bars will be
as voters in two city
go to the polls to select
City Councillors in a run-off
for the District Six
seat are Max Kiehne, a
estate agent, and Alan Reed,
!bibliographer at Zimmerman
, and part-time director of
a University's Santa Fe
•(am~ate Center.
District Eight, real estate
Ava Marie Bowers will be
off with another inconnected with land
James Delleney.
the Oct. 7 election, Bowers
up 1732 votes, while

ndidates'
i!'\T~"'e m ents
Deadline
Daily LOBO will be runplatform statements and
111~11~res of all eligible ASUNM
for the Nov. 2 elecstatements will be
Friday, Nov. 7, by 3 p.m.
statements will be no longer
200 words, typewritten and
••'''""'' spaced. Due to space
11
, jllat1ons the LOBO reserves
right to cut or 'edit any
Statements will be
the bottom up.
.
candidates' photographs
be taken by the LOBO bet·
the hours of 11 a.m. and 3
·.on Nov. 7 only. Due to the
loEI'!"'V of some pictures sub·
in the past, only those
taken by the LOBO will be
mtatlle,

Delleney garnered only 1525.
Bowers, however, was five votes
short of attaining 40 per cent
plurality she needed to win the
election outright.
A supporter of collective
bargaining rights for municipal
employee~, Bowers ran for the
Council seat in 1974 but was
defeated by Jack Rex. She is opposed to the city's antipornography ordinance and
would like to attract "clean" in·
dustry to Albuquerque.
Her
opponent,
James
Delleney, was manager of the
Jack Rex campaign in 1974. He
has been endorsed by the Bernalillo County Republican party
and has isolated mass transit and
environmental topics as important issues in his Council bid.
Delleney supports the porno ordinance, and has also given
qualified support to the concept
of bargaining rights for city
workers.
In the District Six race, UNM
professor
Alan
Reed
is
acknowledged as the more liberal
candidate. He received 1509
votes in the Oct. 7 election compared to the 1060 votes which
went to Miehne.

fl~veral student organizations may soon have
their funds frozen unless they turn in a self. evaluation report to ASUNM.
The reports, required by a law passed last
spring by the ASUNM Senate, are now being
studied by an ad hoc committee chaired by Sen.
Alfred Santistevan. Ten organizations, however,
still have not turned in reports and face the
likelihood that their funds will be frozen.
. "None of the organizations' funds are frozen at
the present time," said Santistevan. "But if they
don't turn in a report by Nov. 10, they leave
open the possibility their funds will be stopped."
Among the organizations which could be af·
fected are the Fiesta Committee, Folksong Club,
Cultural Programs Committee, Power Volleyball
Club, Intramural and Rec Board, Student Council
for Exceptional Children and Student Health Advisory Board.
Santistevan said the report must include a
statement of goals and purposes, as well as a
breakdown of undergraduate participation in the
organization.
.
He said reports which have already been turned in are being studied by himself and the other
eight student senators who are members of the
ad hoc committee.
"Members of the committee are analyzing the
reports," he said. "If they find something Illsufficient or have any questions, they will go to
the organization in question and ask for more
details."
·
Santistevan said if an organization does not
satisfy the investigating senator, "the problem
will be taken to the committee to decide if any
punitive actions should be taken.
"Each member of the committee will make a
·report on the organizations he or she is studying
and then, upon agreement of the committee, we
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Alfred Santistevan

Lobo photo

will decide if the organization is adequately funded, poorly funded or excessively funded," he
said.
"Our findings will be taken into account when
next year's budget is made up and during the
rest of this year when appropriations are made,"
he said.
Santistevan noted the ad hoc committee is not
"a witch hunt," adding, "it was created to help
the Senate meet its fiscal responsibilities to the
students.
"In the past, the Senate has come under a lot
of criticism for being fiscally irresponsible," he
said. "Most of this criticism was unfounded.
Hopefully, this committee's work will show that."

Lack of Money May Kill Project
By Judy Herrera
The future of the Special Services division of the Institute of
Social Research and Development (fSRAD) is in doubt if next
year's funding does not
materialize.
Juan Candelaria, Special Ser·
vices director said that while no
crisis exists t~is year_._next year

is questionable if Congress does
not renew funds for the federal
project, now in its tenth and final
year.
"This year the program is not
in danger," Candelaria said, "but
the program is up for 're·
legislation, and eve~ if it passes
it will be a different program.
Next y~~ is jus.t a big question~'

The two candidates differ on
several environmental and land
use issues, most notably on the
question of whether an airport
should be established on
Albuquerque's West Mesa.
Kiehne favors such a plan, while
Reed has said he will only support creation of a second city airport if it is built between
Albuquerque and Santa Fe.
The polls will remain -open
throughout the day until 7 p.m.
tonight. At that time, city bars
will begin service again.

I
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Special Services Director Juan Candelaria

Special Services provides help
for disadvantaged and physically
disabled students in areas that
directly affect their academic
performance.
Candelaria said Special Services is operating on $84,000 a
year (the same as it has the last
three years), but it is serving
more students each year.
"This year we're serving about
35 disabled students. Last year
we served about 15. So this is
cutting into our budget," he said.
Candelaria said the funds
would be adequate for the rest of
the year if greater efficiency is
maintained.
"I've met with our staff and
told them money is tight, but
with efficiency and good
management we'll stretch our
dollars and make it through the
year," he said.
"To save money, we're considering ending the tutoring
sessions for the semester in early
December, and next semester
taking only students who demonstrate a rear need fot tutoring."
Candelaria said ending tutoring early should not jeopardize
the students' grades since grades
should be fairly well determined
by the semester's fourteenth
week.
The students aided by Special
Services must meet the federal
guidelines established by the
<Gonlinucd tln p<tge 3)
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